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SINGULARITIES OF BALL QUOTIENTS
NIKO BEHRENS
Abstract. We prove a result on the singularities of ball quotients Γ\CHn.
More precisely, we show that a ball quotient has canonical singularities under
certain restrictions on the dimension n and the underlying lattice. We also
extend this result to the toroidal compactification (Γ\CHn)∗.
1. Introduction
Modular varieties are much studied objects in algebraic geometry. An exam-
ple is the moduli space of polarised K3 surfaces which is a modular variety of
orthogonal type. Similar modular varieties also occur in the context of irre-
ducible symplectic manifolds. V.A. Gritsenko, K. Hulek and G.K. Sankaran
proved that the compactified moduli space of polarised K3 surfaces of degree
2d has canonical singularities. This result was used to show that this moduli
space is of general type if d > 61 (cf. [GHS07]).
In this paper we shall consider ball quotients Γ\CHn where Γ is an arithmetic
subgroup of the group of unitary transformations of a hermitian lattice Λ of
signature (n, 1), where Λ ∼= On+1 for O the ring of integers of some number
field Q(
√
D), D < 0.
Varieties that arise in such a way often also have an interpretation as moduli
spaces. Examples appear in D. Allcock’s work [All03] as the moduli space of cu-
bic threefolds and in the work of D. Allcock, J. Carlson and D. Toledo [ACT02]
as the moduli space of cubic surfaces. There are also papers of S. Kondo¯
[Kon00, Kon07] on the moduli space of ordered 5 points on P1 which appears
as a two dimensional ball quotient, or on the moduli space of plane quartic
curves which is birational to a quotient of a 6-dimensional complex ball.
Ball quotient surfaces B2C/Γ were studied by R.-P. Holzapfel. Among other
things he calculated formulae for the Euler number e(B2C/Γ) and the index
τ(B2C/Γ) for a smooth model of the Baily-Borel compactification and studied
arithmetic aspects of ball quotient surfaces, e.g. [Hol81, Hol98].
We give an outline of the organisation and the results of this paper.
In section 2 we will recall the general definitions and basic properties of the
objects that will be studied in the following sections. Furthermore the problem
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will be reduced to the local study of the action of the stabiliser subgroup G on
the tangent space T[ω]CH
n.
In section 3 we will provide a criterion which implies that Γ\CHn has canon-
ical singularities, using methods similar to those of [GHS07]. This will be
achieved by studying the representations of the action of G on the tangent
space Hom(W,Cn+1/W) and applying the Reid-Tai criterion. For this one first
studies elements that do not act as quasi-reflections and then reduces the gen-
eral situation to previous results.
For ball quotients Γ\CHn the existence of toroidal compactifications (Γ\CHn)∗
follows from the general theory described in [AMRT75]. Since all cusps in the
Baily-Borel compactification are 0-dimensional those toroidal compactifications
are unique. We will describe them in section 4. We can then apply the results
of section 3 and prove the main result:
Theorem. The projective variety (Γ\CHn)∗ has canonical singularities for n ≥
13 provided the discriminant of the number field Q(
√
D) associated to the lattice
is not equal to −3,−4 or −8.
As in the orthogonal case this result can be used in the study of the Kodaira
dimension of unitary modular varieties. This is the motivation of our work.
Acknowledgements. This article is based on my PhD thesis. I want to thank
my advisor K. Hulek for his guidance and support. I would also like to thank
V.A. Gritsenko and G.K. Sankaran for various helpful discussions.
2. First definitions and properties
We first state the objects that we will study in the following sections. Let
Q(
√
D), be an imaginary quadratic number field, i.e. D < 0 a squarefree
integer, and O = O
Q(
√
D) the corresponding ring of integers. Let Λ be an O-
lattice of signature (n, 1), i.e. a free O-module of rank n+ 1 with a hermitian
form of signature (n, 1). Therefore we have an isomorphism Λ ∼= On,1. The
hermitian form given by this lattice will be denoted by h(·, ·). When we fix a
basis we get the isomorphism
ψ : Λ⊗O C ∼= Cn,1.
The form induced by ψ will also be denoted by h(·, ·).
Starting with the lattice Λ we define the n-dimensional complex hyperbolic
space as
CHn := {[ω] ∈ P(Λ⊗O C); h(ω, ω) < 0}.(1)
By definition CHn has a natural underlying lattice structure given by Λ. Due
to G. Shimura there is the identification CHn ∼= U(n, 1)/(U(n) × U(1)), cf.
[Shi63].
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For future use we define
U(Λ) := group of automorphisms of Λ.(2)
After choosing a suitable basis U(Λ)C := U(Λ) ⊗O C ∼= U(n, 1). Now let
Γ < U(Λ) be a subgroup of finite index. We denote the n-dimensional ball
quotient by
Γ\CHn.(3)
This ball quotient is a quasi-projective variety by [BB66]. It can be compactified
using toroidal compactification which gives rise to a unique projective variety
(Γ\CHn)∗.
One can give a description of the ramification divisors. For this purpose let
fΓ : CH
n −→ Γ\CHn(4)
be the quotient map. The elements fixing a divisor in CHn are the quasi-
reflections. Thus the ramification divisors of fΓ are the fixed loci of elements
of Γ acting as quasi-reflections.
As [GHS07] and [Kon93] did for the K3 (orthogonal) case we will investigate
the local action on the tangent space. Fix a point [ω] ∈ CHn and define the
stabiliser of [ω]:
G := Γ[ω] := {g ∈ Γ; g[ω] = [ω]}.(5)
This group is finite by results of [Hol98, 4.1.2] or [Shi71, pp. 1]. Next define
for ω ∈ Λ⊗O C the line W := Cω corresponding to [ω]. Then we can define the
following sublattices of the lattice Λ:
Definition 2.1.
S := W⊥ ∩ Λ, T := S⊥ ∩ Λ,
where the orthogonal complements are taken with respect to the form h(·, ·).
As before we can complexify these lattices. We denote the resulting vector
spaces by
SC := S ⊗O C, TC := T ⊗O C.
Now we have to study some properties of these lattices. Some proofs will be
similar to those in [GHS07, 2.1].
Lemma 2.2. SC ∩ TC = {0}.
Proof. Let x ∈ SC ∩ TC. Then h(x, x) = 0, since x ∈ TC = S⊥C . Therefore it
suffices to show that h(·, ·) is positive definite on SC. Consider W ⊂ ΛC with
C-basis {ω}. Hence h(ω, ω) < 0 as [ω] ∈ CHn. Hence the hermitian form has
signature (0, 1) on W and thus signature (n, 0) on W⊥. By definition SC ⊂W⊥
and the result follows. 
To describe the singularities we will study the action of the stabiliser G on the
tangent space T[ω]CH
n. Therefore we need a more concrete description.
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Remark 2.3. The tangent space is known for the Grassmannian variety G(1, n+
1), e.g. [ACGH85, Chapter II, §2]. Hence we get T[ω]CHn = Hom(W,Cn+1/W).
From now on we denote this tangent space by V := Hom(W,Cn+1/W) and
investigate the quotient G\V in more detail.
2.1. Representations of cyclic groups over quadratic number fields.
Before we state first results we have to study the beviour of representations
of the cyclic group Z/dZ over a given quadratic number field for an integer
d > 1. We denote the dth cyclotomic polynomial by φd. The classification of
irreducible representations will depend on whether φd is irreducible over Q(
√
D)
or not. For the following we denote by
( ·
·
)
the Kronecker symbol.
Proposition 2.4. Let ρ : Z/dZ −→ Aut(W ) be a representation of Z/dZ on
the d-dimensional vector space W over Q(
√
D). Then
(i) there is a unique irreducible faithful representation Vd if φd is irreducible.
The eigenvalues of ρ|Vd(ζd) are the primitive dth roots of unity.
(ii) there are two irreducible faithful representations V ′d , V
′′
d if φd is reducible.
The eigenvalues of ρ|V ′
d
(ζd) are the primitive dth roots of unity ζ
a
d with(
D
a
)
= 1 for a ∈ (Z/dZ)∗. The eigenvalues of ρ|V ′′
d
(ζd) are ζ
a
d for the
remaining a ∈ (Z/dZ)∗, i.e. the a with (D
a
)
= −1.
Proof. This follows from results of L. Weisner [Wei28] and standard calculations
in representation theory. 
Remark 2.5. For specific D we can rephrase this as follows:
(a) If D > 0, then for each eigenvalue ζad of ρ|V ′d (ζd) the complex conjugate
ζd−ad is an eigenvalue as well.
(b) If D < 0, then for each eigenvalue ζad of ρ|V ′d (ζd) the complex conjugate
ζd−ad is an eigenvalue of ρ|V ′′d (ζd).
As the Proposition shows we have two different irreducible representations in
case (ii).
Remarks 2.6. Let d be a positive integer.
(i) Sometimes we do not want to specify which of the representations Vd
resp. V ′d or V
′′
d we take and only refer to Vd which will denote the
appropriate representation in the given situation.
(ii) We define Vd := Vd ⊗Q(√D) C.
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3. The interior
In this section we study the decomposition of Q(
√
D)-vector spaces associated
to the lattices S and T under the action of a cyclic group. This enables us to
state results on canonical singularities for ball quotients Γ\CHn.
Lemma 3.1. G acts on S and T .
Proof. G acts on W and on Λ, hence on S = W⊥ ∩ Λ and on T = S⊥ ∩ Λ. 
Lemma 3.2. The spaces SC and TC are G-invariant subspaces of the vector
space ΛC.
Proof. We will only give a proof for SC as TC is similar. Let x ∈ TC, y ∈ SC,
ω ∈W and g ∈ G. Then
0 = h(y, ω) = h(g(y), g(ω)) = α(g) · h(g(y), ω).
As α(g) 6= 0 we get h(g(y), ω) = 0, i.e. g(y) ∈ SC. 
The group G has been defined as the stabiliser of [ω] and therefore the equation
g(ω) = α(g)ω
holds for all g ∈ G, where
α : G −→ C∗
is a group homomorphism. Denote its kernel by G0 := kerα. Analogous to the
previous define
S
Q(
√
D) := S ⊗O Q(
√
D) and T
Q(
√
D) := T ⊗O Q(
√
D).
Lemma 3.3. The group G0 acts trivally on TQ(
√
D).
Proof. Let x ∈ T
Q(
√
D) and g ∈ G0. Then
h(ω, x) = h(g(ω), g(x)) = h(ω, g(x))
and x−g(x) ∈W⊥∩Λ
Q(
√
D) = SQ(
√
D). Therefore the result follows by Lemma
2.2. 
The quotient G/G0 is a subgroup of AutW ∼= C∗ and therefore cyclic. The
order of this group will be denoted by rω := ord(G/G0).
Lemma 3.4. The space T
Q(
√
D) decomposes as a G/G0-module
(i) into a direct sum of Vrω ’s, i.e. ϕ(rω) divides dimTQ(
√
D), if Vrω is
irreducible over Q(
√
D),
(ii) into a direct sum of V ′rω ’s and V
′′
rω ’s, in particular
ϕ(rω)
2 divides dimTQ(
√
D),
if there exist a decomposition Vrω = V
′
rω ⊕ V ′′rω over Q(
√
D).
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Proof. It remains to show, that the only element having 1 as an eigenvalue on
TC is identity element in G/G0. This suffices as G/G0 ∼= µrω and by the Chinese
Remainder Theorem (Z/rωZ)
∗ ∼= ((Z/p1Z)∗)a1 × · · · × ((Z/ptZ)∗)at for suitable
pi and ai. Assume that g ∈ G−G0 with g(x) = x for a x ∈ TC. Then
h(ω, x) = h(g(ω), g(x)) = α(g) · h(ω, x).
As a(g) 6= 1 we get h(ω, x) = 0 and therefore x = 0. 
Corollary 3.5. For g ∈ G the space T
Q(
√
D) decomposes as a g-module into a
direct sum of Vr’s resp. V
′
r ’s or V
′′
r ’s of dimension ϕ(r) resp.
ϕ(r)
2 .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 3.4. 
3.1. Reid-Tai criterion. Let M = Ck, A ∈ GL(M) be of order l and fix a
primitive lth root of unity ζ. Consider the eigenvalues ζa1 , . . . , ζak of A on M ,
where 0 ≤ ai < l. Define the Reid-Tai sum of A as
Σ(A) :=
k∑
i=1
ai
l
.
Theorem 3.6 (Reid-Tai criterion). Let H be a finite subgroup of GL(M) with-
out quasi-reflections. Then M/H has canonical singularities if and only if
Σ(A) ≥ 1
for every A ∈ H, A 6= I.
Proof. [Rei87, (4.11)] and [Tai82, Theorem 3.3]. 
3.2. Singularities in the interior. Now we will apply the Reid-Tai criterion
to G\V . But as the techniques used do not work for general D we will restrict
ourself to the case D < D0, where D0 := −3. For a rational number q we
denote the fractional part of q by {q}. Remember that the eigenvalue of g on
W is α(g), where the order of α(g) is r. First we will give a bound on r.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose g does not act as a quasi-reflection on V and D <
0. Then the Reid-Tai sum satisfies Σ(g) ≥ 1, if ϕ(r) ≥ 10. If we assume
additionally D < D0 then this holds even for ϕ(r) = 4.
Proof. We denote the copy of Vr ⊗ C resp. V ′r ⊗ C or V ′′r ⊗ C that contains ω
by Vωr . Now choose a primitive mth root of unity ζ and let 0 < ki < r be the
ϕ(r) integers coprime to r. We consider the eigenvalue α(g) = ζ
mk1
r of g on W,
i.e. on W∨ this leads to the eigenvalue α(g) =: ζ
mk2
r . Additionally we have to
consider the eigenvalues of g on V ωr ∩ Cn+1/W, where the definition of V ωr is
similar to the one of Vωr . Thus on this space we will have eigenvalues ζ
mki
r for
some ki ∈ A− {k1}. Here A = ArD is a subset of {k1, . . . , kϕ(r)} depending on
the decomposition behavior of φr with k1 ∈ A and #A = ϕ(r) resp. #A = ϕ(r)2
(cf. Proposition 2.4).
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Now consider the eigenvalues of g on Hom(W,Vωr ∩Cn+1/W), which are ζ
mk2
r ζ
mki
r
for ki ∈ A− {k1}. Thus Σ(g) ≥
∑
ki∈A−{k1}
{
k2+ki
r
}
.
First we want to show that there are only finitely many choices for r that lead
to a contribution less than 1 to the Reid-Tai sum. Therefore look at the es-
timate
∑
ki∈A−{k1}
{
k2+ki
r
}
≥ ∑ϕ(r)2 −1j=1 jr and study the prime decomposition
r = pa11 · · · pass , where we assume pi < pj for i < j. It is now easy to show that
this sum contributes at least 1 to Σ(g), unless we are in one of the following
cases
r = 2a · pb · q
a b p q
<3 1 3 <11
1 1 3 11
1 1 3 13
1 2 3 5
1 1 5 7
r = paqb
a b p q
1 1 2 ≤19
1 1 3 5,7
2 1 2 <11
2,3 2 2 3
1 2 2 5
3 1 2 <7
4 1 2 3
2 1 3 2
3 1 3 2
r = pa
a p
1 <11
2 3
≤ 5 2
For these remaining values of r we can calculate the contribution of g on
Hom(W,Vωr ∩ Cn+1/W) to Σ(g) in more detail as
mc(r) := min
D<0
suitable
min
k2∈A
∑
ki∈A−{k1}(
D
ki
)
=
(
D
r−k2
)
{
k2 + ki
r
}
.
By ‘suitable’ we mean that we only consider number fields Q(
√
D) that lead to
case (ii) in Proposition 2.4. If there is no such number field we have to omit the
first ‘min’ and the Kronecker symbol in the definition of mc(r). As there are
only finitely many such number fields computer calculation yields mc(r) ≥ 1
for ϕ(r) ≥ 10 and ϕ(r) = 4 if we restrict to D < D0. 
Remark 3.8. The same calculations of mc(r) shows that Σ(g) ≥ 1 for r =
9, 16, 18 and no restriction on D < 0.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that g ∈ G does not act as a quasi-reflection on V .
Additionally let r = 1, 2 and D 6= −1,−2. Then Σ(g) ≥ 1.
Proof. As r = 1, 2 we have α(g) = ±1. With an analogous statement as in
[GHS07, Proposition 2.9] we get that g is not of order 2 and g2 acts trivially
on TC but not on SC. Therefore let g act on the subspace Hom(W,Vd) ⊂ V
as ±Vd with d > 2, for a representation Vd from the decomposition of SC as a
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g-module over Q(
√
D). This contributes at least
min
D<0
suitable
min
r∈{1,2}
min
α=±1
∑
(ki,d)=1(
D
ki
)
=α
{
1
r
+
ki
d
}
≥
ϕ(d)
2∑
j=1
j
d
.
to Σ(g). As in the proof of Lemma 3.7 we have to modify this expression
if Vd = Vd and with analogous arguments we can reduce this to a question
about a finite number of d’s. Computer calculation for these d shows that they
contribute at least 1 unless d = 8. But V8 = V8 for D 6= −1,−2 and therefore
we can choose complex conjugate eigenvalues. 
Now we can state a general result if g is not a quasi-reflection.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose g ∈ G does not act as a quasi-reflection on V . Then
Σ(g) ≥ 1, if D < D0 and n ≥ 11.
Proof. Let m be the order of g and ζ be a primitive mth root of unity. On
the space Hom(W,Vd) ⊂ V the element g has eigenvalues ζ
mc
r ζ
mki
d for fixed
0 < c < r with (c, r) = 1, and ki ∈ A, where A = AdD is defined as in the
proof of Lemma 3.7, so #A = dimCVd. Therefore the contribution of g on this
subspace is given by ∑
ki∈A
{
c
r
+
ki
d
}
.
This is greater or equal to
∑ϕ(d)
2
j=1
j
d
for d 6∈ ϕ−1({2, 4, 6, 8}), and this contributes
less than 1 if
d = 1, 2, . . . , 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 36,
40, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 84, 90(6)
(as in the proof of Lemma 3.9). We can calculate the contribution for each d
and r, but to simplify calculations define
cmin(d) := min
0≤a<d
∑
0<b<d
(b,d)=1
{
b+ a
d
}
, resp.(7)
credmin(d) := min
D<0
suitable
min
α=±1
min
0≤a<d
∑
0<b<d
(b,d)=1
(Db )=α
{
b+ a
d
}
.(8)
If there exist at least one imaginary quadratic number field for which the
cyclotomic polynomial φd is reducible we have to calculate c
red
min(d) for those
D. If there exists no such D we will use cmin(d). Both expressions only
depend on d and are a lower bound for the contribution to Σ(g) as shown
in [GHS07, Proof of Theorem 2.10]. By computer calculation all d except
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d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 20, 24, 30 contribute at least 1 to the Reid-Tai
sum. For these d we get
credmin(30) = 11/15, c
red
min(24) = 5/6, c
red
min(20) = 4/5, c
red
min(15) = 11/15,
credmin(14) = 4/7, c
red
min(12) = 1/3, c
red
min(8) = 1/4,
credmin(7) = 4/7, c
red
min(6) = 0, c
red
min(4) = 0, c
red
min(3) = 0.
As we know, TC decomposes into a direct sum of Vr, while we can assume the
space SC decomposes into a direct sum of Vd where d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14,
15, 20, 24, 30}. In the following we only consider D < D0 and a count of dimen-
sions leads to the equation
dimVr · λ+ ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 + 6
2
ν7 +
4
2
ν8
+
4
2
ν12 +
6
2
ν14 +
8
2
ν15 +
8
2
ν20 +
8
2
ν24 +
8
2
ν30 = n+ 1,(9)
where λ denotes the multiplicity of Vr in TC and νd denotes the multiplicity of
Vd in SC. Note that we can assume Vd = V ′d or V ′′d for d ∈ {7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 20,
24, 30}. If not it would contribute at least 1 to Σ(g), as shown in [GHS07,
Theorem 2.10]. For the quotient ΛC/V
ω
r we denote by νr the multiplicity of Vr
in ΛC/V
ω
r as a g-module, where V
ω
r as before denotes the copy that contains ω.
Now we can calculate the (minimal) contribution of Hom(W,Vd) to Σ(g) as
∑
(a,d)=1
{
a
d
+
k1
r
}
resp. min
D<D0
min
α=±1
∑
(a,d)=1
(Da )=α
{
a
d
+
k1
r
}
.(10)
According to Lemma 3.7 and Remark 3.8 we have to investigate the cases
r ∈ {3, 4, 6} = ϕ−1(2), r ∈ {7, 14} ⊂ ϕ−1(6) and r ∈ {15, 20, 24, 30} ⊂ ϕ−1(8).
Now we have to study different cases:
(1) Let ϕ(r) = 2. The contributions of the Vd with ϕ(d) ≥ 4 are greater or
equal to 1 and (9) becomes
ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 = n+ 1− 2 = n− 1.
For the 6 possible cases of the choice of (r, k1), namely r ∈ {3, 4, 6} and
k1 ∈ {1, r − 1}, the other contributions are at least
d contribution
1 1/6
2 1/6
3 1/3
4 1/2
6 1/3
In all cases we see Σ(g) ≥ 1 if n− 1 ≥ 6.
(2) Let r = 7, 14. We can assumeD = −7 since if this is not the case explicit
calculations show thatVωr will contribute at least 1 to Σ(g). Equation
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(9) becomes
ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 + 3ν7 + 3ν14 = n− 2
and the contributions are
d contribution
1 1/14
2 1/14
3 3/7
4 4/7
6 3/7
7 4/7
14 4/7
and 4/7 from Vωr . So we may assume that ν3 = ν4 = ν6 = ν7 = ν14 = 0,
because otherwise the contribution will be ≥ 1. So Σ(g) ≥ 1, if ν1+ν2 ≥
6 resp. n ≥ 8.
(3) Let r = 15, 20, 24, 30. Analogously to the last case we can assume that
D = −5,−6,−15.
(a) Let D = −5. Hence we get the equation
ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 + 4ν20 = n− 3.
The contributions are
d contribution
1 1/30
2 1/30
3 5/12
4 8/15
6 5/12
20 4/5
and 4/5 from Vωr . So Σ(g) ≥ 1 unless ν1 + ν2 ≤ 5 resp. n ≤ 8.
(b) Let D = −6, giving the equation
ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 + 4ν24 = n− 3.
The contributions of V24 and V
ω
r are 5/6. So Σ(g) ≥ 1 unless
ν1 + ν2 ≤ 4 resp. n ≤ 7.
(c) The last case is D = −15. So we get the equation
ν1 + ν2 + 2ν3 + 2ν4 + 2ν6 + 4ν15 + 4ν30 = n− 3.
The contributions of V15, V30 and V
ω
r are 11/15. So Σ(g) ≥ 1, if
ν1 + ν2 ≥ 8 resp. n ≥ 11.

Now we can state a first result about the singularities of ball quotients.
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Corollary 3.11. Let D < D0 and n ≥ 11, then Γ\CHn has canonical singu-
larities away from the branch divisors.
Proof. This directly follows from Theorem 3.10, the Reid-Tai criterion and the
discussion for the map (4). 
For the rest of this section we will now study elements h = gk that act as
quasi-reflections on the tangent space V . We will start to describe how Λ
Q(
√
D)
decomposes as a g-module.
Proposition 3.12. Let h = gk be a quasi-reflection on V for g ∈ G and n ≥ 2.
As a g-module we have a decomposition of the form
Λ
Q(
√
D)
∼= Vm0 ⊕
⊕
j
Vmj
for some mi ∈ N. Then
(i) (m0, k) = m0 and 2(mj , k) = mj, or 2(m0, k) = m0 and (mj, k) = mj
for j ≥ 1 in the cases D < D0 and D = −2,
(ii) (m0, k) = m0 and l(mj , k) = mj, or l(m0, k) = m0 and (mj , k) = mj,
l ∈ {2, 4}, for j ≥ 1 in the case D = −1,
(iii) (m0, k) = m0 and l(mj , k) = mj, or l(m0, k) = m0 and (mj , k) = mj,
l ∈ {2, 3, 6}, for j ≥ 1 in the case D = −3.
Proof. As a g-module Λ
Q(
√
D) decomposes into Vωr ⊕
⊕
i Vdi for some di ∈ N.
As h is a quasi-reflection on V , all but one of the eigenvalues on V must be 1.
First fix an i. Now define Vd := Vdi and d′ := d(k,d) , then the eigenvalues of h
on Vd are primitive d′th roots of unity of multiplicity dimVddimVd′ . We want to give
restrictions on the di:
(1) dimVd′ ≤ 2: Assume that the dimension is at least 3. One can choose
three distinct eigenvalues ζ, ζ ′, ζ ′′ on Vd′ , such that h has eigenvalues
α(h)−1ζ, α(h)−1ζ ′ and α(h)−1ζ ′′ on V and at most one of these eigen-
values can be 1.
(2) dimVddimVd′ = 2 ⇒ dimVd′ = 1: Assume dimVd′ ≥ 2 under the given con-
dition. Denote two of the dimVd′ eigenvalues of multiplicity 2 of h on
Vd by ζ, ζ ′. So one would have the eigenvalues α(h)−1ζ and α(h)−1ζ ′ of
multiplicity 2 on V .
(3) dimVd ≥ 2,dimVd′ = 1 ⇒ the eigenvalue of h on Vd is α(h): If ζ is
the eigenvalue of h on Vd with ζ 6= α(h), then α(h)−1ζ 6= 1 would be an
eigenvalue on V of multiplicity dimVd ≥ 2.
(4) dimVd′ = 2 ⇒ dimVd = 2: Let dimVd > 2. There are two eigenvalues
ζ 6= ζ ′ of h on Vd of multiplicity greater or equal to 2. Hence we have
on V the eigenvalues α(h)−1ζ and α(g)−1ζ ′ of the same multiplicity.
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(5) The case dimVd′ = dimVd = 2 cannot occur: Let dimVd′ = dimVd = 2
with eigenvalues ζ, ζ ′ of h on Vd. Without loss of generality we can
assume that ζ = α(h). If not we would have eigenvalues α(h)−1ζ 6= 1
and α(h)−1ζ ′ 6= 1 on V . There can be no other summand Vd1 in the
decomposition of Λ
Q(
√
D), as this summand would give an eigenvalue 6= 1
(the dimension of Vd′ has to be 1, but as ζ = α(h) and ζ is a primitive
d′th root of unity, this cannot happen). There are two eigenvalues
of h on Vωr (because of dimVd′ = 2) which we will call α(h) and ζ ′′
with multiplicity dimVr2 (the denominator is dimVd′). Therefore the
multiplicity of the eigenvalues have to be 1, because α(h)−1ζ ′′ 6= 1 is
an eigenvalue on V . But then we will have two eigenvalues 6= 1 on V
(namely α(h)−1ζ ′ and α(h)−1ζ ′′).
Hence there follows dimVd′ = 1. Now we want to study Vr. Let r′ := r(k,r) . We
claim that dimVr′ = 1. Suppose dimVr′ ≥ 2.
(6) dimVr′ ≤ 2: Assume that dimVr′ > 2, i.e. h has on Vωr at least
three distinct eigenvalues α(h), ζ, ζ ′, which will give rise to eigenvalues
α(h)−1ζ 6= 1 and α(h)−1ζ ′ 6= 1 on V .
(7) dimVr′ = 2 ⇒ n = 1: We know dimVd′ = 1 from above. Let ζ be the
eigenvalue of h on Vd of multiplicity dimVd. Clearly ζ 6= α(h), because
of dimension reasons. So we get the eigenvalue α(h)−1ζ on V , and hence
Λ
Q(
√
D) = Vωr and rkΛ = 2.
By the assumption n ≥ 2 we get dimVr′ = 1. Putting this all together we get
as a h-module
Λ
Q(
√
D)
∼= Vωr ⊕
⊕
i
Vdi ,
where the eigenvalues of h = gk on
(a) Vωr are primitive r′th roots of unity (dimVr′ = 1) of multiplicity dimVr.
(b) Vdi are primitive d′ith roots of unity (dimVd′i = 1) of multiplicity dimVdi .

Corollary 3.13. The quasi-reflections on V are induced by elements h ∈ U(Λ),
such that
(i) ±h acts as a reflection on ΛC, if D < D0 or D = −2,
(ii) h4 ∼ I, if D = −1,
(iii) h6 ∼ I, if D = −3.
Proof. One has to check all possibilities for α(h). 
It is enough to investigate quotients V/ 〈g〉 since V/G has canonical singularities
if V/ 〈g〉 has canonical singularities for all g ∈ G. This was shown by [GHS07,
Proof of Lemma 2.14].
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Assume for the quasi-reflection h = gk that k > 1 is minimal with this prop-
erty. Then the quotient V ′ := V/ 〈h〉 is smooth. Let h be of order l, so g
has order lk. Now consider the eigenvalues ζa1 , . . . , ζan of g on V , where ζ
denotes a primitive lkth root of unity. Now we consider the action of the group
〈g〉/〈h〉 on V ′. Using analogous arguments as before we want to describe the
action of gf 〈h〉 ∈ 〈g〉/〈h〉on V ′. The differential of gf 〈h〉 on V ′ has eigenvalues
ζfa1 , . . . , ζfan−1 , ζ lfan . Now we have to modify the Reid-Tai sum as
Σ′(gf ) :=
{
fan
k
}
+
n−1∑
i=1
{
fai
lk
}
.(11)
Lemma 3.14. The variety Γ\CHn has canonical singularities, if
(i) Σ(g) ≥ 1 for all g ∈ Γ no power of which is a quasi-reflection, and
(ii) Σ′(gf ) ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ f < k, where h = gk is a quasi-reflection.
Proof. [GHS07, Lemma 2.14]. 
Proposition 3.15. Let h = gk be as above, D < D0 and n ≥ 12. Then
Σ′(gf ) ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ f < k.
Proof. We know from the former results that all eigenvalues on Vωr are α(h),
where
α(h) =


±1, D < D0 and D = −2,
±1, ζ4, D = −1,
±1, ζ3, ζ6, D = −3.
By a detailed analysis of the decomposition of ΛC into Q(
√
D)-irreducible pieces
there is exactly one eigenvalue on ΛC that is λ 6= α(h), since only one eigenvalue
on V is not 1. This eigenvalue λ will appear on one Vd. As all eigenvalues of g
on Vd are primitive dth roots of unity they all have the same order. We know
that λ must have multiplicity 1 on ΛC so dimVd = 1. This implies
d =


1, 2,
1, 2, 4,
1, 2, 3, 6.
(12)
Denote by v the eigenvector of g corresponding to the eigenvalue ζan . Then v
clearly comes from Vd and therefore 〈v〉 = Hom(W,Vd). If δ is the primitive
generator of Vd∩Λ then h(δ, δ) > 0, since Vd ⊂W⊥Q(√D), whereWQ(√D)⊗Q(√D)
C ∼= W and WQ(√D) is a Q(
√
D)-vector space. The form h(·, ·) is negative
definite on W as shown in the proof of Lemma 2.2. If we define the sublattice
Λ′ ⊂ Λ as Λ′ := δ⊥, this lattice has signature (n − 1, 1). Now 〈g〉 / 〈h〉 acts on
Λ′ as a subgroup of U(Λ′). Therefore
Σ′(gf ) =
{
fan
k
}
+Σ(gf 〈h〉)
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and gf 〈h〉 ∈ U(Λ′). Analogously to the proof of [GHS07, Proposition 2.15] we
can give the following argument: we claim that gf 〈h〉 is not a quasi-reflection
on Λ′. If it were, the eigenvalues of gf on Λ′ are as in Corollary 3.13. Thus the
order of the eigenvalue on Vd is
d =


1, 2,
1, 2, 4,
1, 2, 3, 6.
So ord gf divides l, and therefore gf ∈ 〈h〉. Hence the group 〈g〉/〈h〉 has no
quasi-reflections and we apply Theorem 3.10 for n− 1 ≥ 11. 
Theorem 3.16. Let n ≥ 12 and D < D0. Then Γ\CHn has canonical singu-
larities.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.14, Theorem 3.10 and Proposition
3.15. 
4. The boundary
Now we want to state a result on the singularities of the toroidal compactifica-
tion (Γ\CHn)∗ of the quasi-projective variety Γ\CHn. For a complex matrix
A we write HA instead of TA.
Therefore we consider isotropic subspaces E
Q(
√
D) with respect to the form
h(·, ·). As the form is of signature (n, 1) they are 1-dimesional. To each isotropic
subspace there corresponds a 0-dimensional boundary component or cusp F .
First we choose a basis such that h(·, ·) is given by the matrix Q′, i.e. it can be
written in the form
h(x, y) =H yQ′x.
The next goal is to find a basis such that the form behaves well in later calcu-
lations.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a basis b1, . . . , bn+1 of ΛQ(
√
D), such that
(i) b1 is a basis of EQ(
√
D) and b1, . . . , bn is a basis of E
⊥
Q(
√
D)
,
(ii) the hermitian form is written with respect to this basis as
Q := (h(bi, bj))1≤i,j≤n+1 =

 0 0 a0 B 0
a 0 0

 ,(13)
where a ∈ Q(√D) and B =HB.
Proof. First we can show that Q′ has to be of the form Q′ =

 0 0 a0 B c
a Hc d

.
The upper zeroes in the matrix Q′ and Q′ =H Q′ directly follow from the fact
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that h(E
Q(
√
D), e) = 0 for all e ∈ E⊥Q(√D) and h(x, y) = h(y, x). The rest
is similar to [GHS07, Proof of Lemma 2.24]. The matrix B represents the
hermitian form h on E⊥
Q(
√
D)
/E
Q(
√
D) and is therefore invertible. Thus one can
define
N :=

 1 0 r
′
0 In−1 r
0 0 1

 ,
where r := −B−1c ∈ Q(√D)n−1. Choose r′ such that it satisfies the equation
d−H cB−1c+ r′a+ ar′ = 0.
This is possible as the first two summands are real by definition and the other
two are the complex conjugate of each other and therefore their sum is real.
Now
HNQ′N =

 0 0 a0 B Br + c
a HrB +H c δ

 ,(14)
with δ := ar′ + (HrB +H c)r + r′a+H rc+ d. But
Br + c = B(−B−1c) + c = 0.
Because of the definition of r and r′ we achieve
δ = ar′ +H (−B−1c)B(−B−1c) +H c(−B−1c) + r′a+H (−B−1c)c+ d
= ar′ + r′a−H cH(B−1)c+ d︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+HcH(B−1)BB−1c−H cB−1c︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= 0.
Note that H(B−1) = B−1. Altogether this gives the result. 
To continue in the compactification we follow [AMRT75]. Therefore we first
calculate the stabiliser subgroup.
Lemma 4.2. Let N(F ) ⊂ ΓR be the stabiliser subgroup corresponding to the
cusp F . Then
N(F ) =

g =

 u v w0 X y
0 0 z

 ; zu = 1,
HXBX = B,
HXBy +H vaz = 0,
HyBy + zaw + zaw = 0

 .(15)
Proof. This follows directly when we study the g ∈ ΓR that satisfy gb1 = b1,
and drop all g that do not respect the form defined by Q. 
Lemma 4.3. The unipotent radical is
W (F ) =

g =

 1 v w0 In−1 y
0 0 1

 ; By +H va = 0,HyBy + aw + aw = 0

(16)
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Proof. The group W (F ) is by definition the subgroup of N(F ) consisting of all
unipotent elements. Therefore an element g ∈W (F ) has to be of the form
g =

 1 v w0 X y
0 0 1

 ,
where X = In−1+T with T strict upper triangular. So it remains to show that
T = 0. As B is definite and X is unipotent the statement follows by induction
on n. 
Lemma 4.4. The centre of W (F ) is then given by the group
U(F ) =

g =

 1 0 iax0 In−1 0
0 0 1

 ; x ∈ R

(17)
Proof. The first condition of W (F ) gives v =H
(− 1
a
By
)
. Now we will use that
U(F ) is the centre of W (F ), i.e.
centre(W (F )) =
{
g ∈W (F ); gg′ = g′g for all g′ ∈W (F )} .
These products for g, g′ ∈W (F ) lead to
vy′ = v′y
=⇒ H(− 1
a
By
)
y′ = H
(− 1
a
By′
)
y
⇐⇒ HyBy′ −H (HyBy′) = 0.
Clearly the last equivalence implies that HyBy′ ∈ R for every y′. The matrix
B has full rank as it is invertible and thus B · Cn−1 = Cn−1. Therefore set
z′ := By′ ∈ Cn−1. Now we rephrase the property from above as
Hyz′ is real for all z′ ∈ Cn−1.(18)
As this is true for all vectors we can choose z′ to be
z′ =T (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),
where the only coordinate not equal to 0 is the jth. For this choice in (18) only
the jth coordinate of y remains and therefore yj ∈ R. Now let
z′ =T (0, . . . , 0,
√
D, 0, . . . , 0).
Then (18) becomes yj ·
√
D ∈ R, and as D < 0 this means yj ∈ iR. Hence
yj ∈ R ∩ iR = {0}, because z′ varies in Cn−1.
As j is chosen arbitrary we can deduce that this is true for every entry, i.e.
y = 0 and therefore also v = 0. So we have to study the remaining condition
aw + wa = 0. We want to describe w more specifically, i.e. in terms of a. For
this we write w = c+ id and a = e+ if . So we get
aw + wa = 2(ec + df) = 0.
Assuming e 6= 0 this implies c = −df
e
and for this reason w = −df
e
+ id, d ∈ R.
Therefore w ∈ R
(
− f
e
+ i
)
= iR(e+ if) = iaR. The case f 6= 0 is similar. 
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Lemma 4.5. U(F )Z = U(F ) ∩ Γ ∼= Z.
Proof. As Γ ⊂ GL(n + 1,O) it is clear that iax ∈ O. Also note that x ∈ R.
First consider the case D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4. Therefore
iax = c+ d
√
D for some c, d ∈ Z.(19)
Additionally we know that a ∈ Q(√D) and hence a = e + f√D for some
e, f ∈ Q. Thus we can write equation (19) as
i(e+ f
√
D)x = c+ d
√
D
⇔ f√−Dx+ iex = c+ d√D.
Therefore fx
√−D ∈ Z and iex ∈ Z√D, so we get x ∈ 1
f(−D)Z
√−D∩ 1
e
Z
√−D.
As e, f ∈ Q choose e = p
q
, f = r
s
coprime and set x˜
√−D = x, hence
x˜ ∈ s
r(−D)Z ∩
q
p
Z.
We claim
s
rD′
Z ∩ q
p
Z =
lcm(sp, rD′q)
rD′p
Z,
and define D′ := −D, c1sp := lcm(sp, rD′q), c2rD′q := lcm(sp, rD′q).
We will first prove ‘⊃’. Let η ∈ lcm(sp, rD
′q)
rD′p
Z. Thus we can write with c1, c2
defined as above and c ∈ Z:
η =
lcm(sp, rD′q)
rD′p
c =
c1sp
rD′p
c =
c2rD
′q
rD′p
c
=
c1s
rD′
c =
c2q
p
c.
We have to find a = a(c), b = b(c) ∈ Z, such that we can write η in the form
s
rD′
a,
q
p
b. Now let a := c1c, b := c2c and with this choice η lies in
s
rD′
Z and
in q
p
Z and therefore in s
rD′Z ∩ qpZ.
Now we deal with ‘⊂’. Choose η ∈ s
rD′Z ∩ qpZ, i.e. there exist a, b ∈ Z with
η =
s
rD′
a =
q
p
b.(20)
We have to show that there exists a c(a, b) = c ∈ Z with η = lcm(sp, rD
′q)
rD′p
c.
Now let c :=
b
c2
=
a
c1
. Writing the first part of (20) with this choice of c leads
to
η =
s
rD′
cc1 =
spc1
rD′p
c =
lcm(sp, rD′q)
rD′p
c.
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The other case is analogous. So it remains to show that this choice of c lead to
integers. This can be seen in the following way: By (20) we get sap = qbrD′,
and multiplying this by c1c2 gives
sapc1c2 = qbrD
′c1c2
⇐⇒ ac2 lcm(sp, rD′q) = bc1 lcm(sp, rD′q)
⇐⇒ ac2 = bc1.
We know that c1 and c2 are coprime because they are defined by the lowest
common multiple. From this and the equation above it follows that c1 divides a
and c2 divides b. Thus c ∈ Z as required. The case D ≡ 1 mod 4 is similar. 
This leads to the construction of a toroidal compactification. We have a Z-
lattice of rank 1 in the complex vector space U(F )C = U(F ) ⊗Z C. To give a
local compactification of Γ\CHn we will choose coordinates on CHn, namely
(t1 : · · · : tn+1). By the definition of CHn we can assume that tn+1 = 1. We
will compactify CHn locally in the direction of the cusp F . Therefore we will
denote the partial quotient by
CHn(F ) := CHn/U(F )Z.
By standard calculations this can be identified with
CHn(F ) ∼= C∗ × Cn−1.(21)
For this identification we introduce new variables α and w = (w2, . . . , wn):
t1 7→ α ∈ C∗,
ti 7→ wi ∈ C, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
We need an explicit description of the action of the group N(F ) on CHn(F ).
Lemma 4.6. If
g =

 u v w0 X y
0 0 z

 ∈ N(F ),
then g acts on CHn by
α 7→ 1
z
(α
z
+ vw + w
)
,
w 7→ 1
z
(Xw + y) .
Proof. This easily follows from the computation

 u v w0 X y
0 0 z



 αw
1

 =

 uα+ vw + wXw + y
z

 =


uα+ vw + w
z
Xw + y
z
1

 .
and the property u = (z)−1 from Lemma 4.2. 
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Define the algebraic torus T as
T := U(F )C/U(F )Z ∼= C∗.
We define a variable θ on T by
θ := expa(α) :=

 e
2pirD′p
a lcm(sp,rD′q)
√
−Dα =: e
2pii
σ
α, D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4,
e
4pirD′p
a lcm(sp,rD′q)
√
−Dα =: e
2pii
σ
α, D ≡ 1 mod 4,
where we use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 4.5. This variable
has to be invariant under the action of U(F )Z, i.e. α 7→ α+ iax = α+ σb for a
b ∈ Z and σ as above. Let g ∈ G(F ) = N(F )Z/U(F )Z and suppose that g has
order m > 1. We will also write g if we think of g as an element of N(F ). If
we want to compactify Γ\CHn locally around the cusp F that means that we
allow θ = 0. So we add {0}×Cn−1 to the boundary modulo the action of G(F )
which extends uniquely to the boundary. We now want to apply the techniques
from section 3 to the boundary. Suppose now that g fixes the boundary point
(0, w0) for some w0 ∈ Cn−1. Let ζai be the eigenvalues of the action of g on the
tangent space, where ζ denotes a primitive mth root of unity. Thus we can, as
before, define the Reid-Tai sum Σ(g).
Proposition 4.7. Suppose no power of g acts as a quasi-reflection at the bound-
ary point (0, w0) and D < D0. Then Σ(g) ≥ 1.
Proof. As D < D0 we can assume z = ±1, because z is invertible in O as zu = 1
by Lemma 4.2. Now we have to determine the action of g on the tangent space.
This is for obvious reasons given by the matrix
J =
(
expa(±(vw0 +w)) 0
∗ ±X
)
.
We denote the order of X by mX and investigate the decomposititon of the
representation X. As before the representation decomposes into a direct sum
of Vd’s. We have to distinguish two cases. First assume that mX > 2. In this
case we are in the situation of Lemma 3.9, as we are in case D < D0 and the
only irreducible 1-dimensional representations are V1 and V2. So by the lemma
we get Σ(g) ≥ 1. Now let mX = 1 or mX = 2. The action of −1 ∈ Γ is trivial
and so we can get z = 1 by replacing g by −g. Assume mX = 1 and hence
X = I. As the element g fixes the boundary point (0, w0) we get y = 0 from
Lemma 4.6 and then by the group relations of Lemma 4.2 we have v = 0 since
Hva = 0. So the element g has to have the form
g =

 1 0 w0 I 0
0 0 1

 ,
and hence g ∈ U(F )Z. This implies that g ∈ N(F )Z/U(F )Z is the identity.
Finally we have to check the case mX = 2. So g
2 ∈ U(F )Z, and therefore we
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get the following relations, where σ is as before:
v + vX = 0,(22)
Xy + y = 0,
2w + vy ≡ 0 mod σ.(23)
We only consider the case D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4 as the case D ≡ 1 mod 4 is anal-
ogous. Define t := vw0 + w which is the argument of the exponential map in
the matrix J . We want to show 2t ≡ 0 mod σZ as this implies expa(t) = ±1.
We will now use w0 = Xw0+ y as g fixes the boundary point and the relations
(22), (23). Hence we get
2t = 2vw0 + 2w ≡ 2vw0 − vy
= vw0 + vw0 − vy = vw0 + v(w0 − y)
= vw0 + vXw0 = v(I +X)w0
≡ 0 mod σ.
Therefore all the eigenvalues on the tangent space are ±1, as X has order 2
and expa(t) = ±1 for t as above. So there are two possibilities: all but one of
the eigenvalues are +1, so g acts as a reflection (in this case all quasi-reflections
have order 2), or there are at least two eigenvalues −1 and the remaining are
+1, so we will have Σ(g) ≥ 1. 
Corollary 4.8. At the boundary there are no divisors over a dimension 0 cusp
F that are fixed by a non-trivial element of N(F )Z/U(F )Z in the case D < D0.
Proof. Each divisor at the boundary has θ = 0. The only elements fixing
a divisor are the quasi-reflections. The variable θ corresponds to the entry
expa(±(vw0 + w)) from the induced action on the tagent space. From the
proof of Proposition 4.7 each matrix X belonging to a quasi-reflection has order
greater than 1. Thus no divisor θ = 0 is fixed. 
Finally we have to consider quasi-reflections at the boundary, which will be
done as in section 3. Therefore define Σ′(g) for g ∈ G(F ) as in (11).
Proposition 4.9. Let g ∈ G(F ) be such that h = gk is a quasi-reflection.
Assume that n ≥ 13 and D < D0. Then Σ′(gf ) ≥ 1 for every 1 ≤ f < k.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [GHS07, Proposition 2.30]. We will
again study the action of h on the tangent space. If expa(t) is the eigenvalue
not equal to 1, then Xf contributes at least 1 to Σ′(gf ). Now denote this
unique eigenvalue of h on the tangent space by ζ 6= 1. Let ν be the exceptional
eigenvector of of h with the property h(ν) = ζ · ν. Consider the decomposition
of X as a g-module and assume that ν occurs in the representation Vd. The
dimension of Vd has to be 1 as otherwise it would contribute another eigenvalue
not equal to 1. Now we study the g-module
E⊥
Q(
√
D)
/(E
Q(
√
D) +Q(
√
D)ν),
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which is (n−2)-dimensional. We can refer to Theorem 3.10 as long as D < D0.
So Σ(g) ≥ 1 if n− 2 ≥ 11 and thus Σ′(g) ≥ 1. 
Theorem 4.10. Let n ≥ 13 and D < D0. Then the toroidal compactification
(CHn/Γ)∗ of CHn/Γ has canonical singularities. Furthermore, there are no
fixed divisors in the boundary.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.16, Proposition 4.7, Corollary 4.8
and Proposition 4.9. 
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